The End of the World
10 July 2017
An ominous title, even without facts or reasons. Very threatening if there are.

Will the world end?
When?
Q:
Esteemed Committee, does this concern hold water?
C:
Greetings fellow Earth mariners, surfers of your seas and lovers of water. Your bodies are what we mean.
Yes, the world ends.
Q:
When?
C:
The moment everything is finished. Earth human calendars will no longer exist, because humans as you
now are, will also be extinct. So we cannot say when, and have this answer fit your calendars.
Q:
Yes, you can! Just because we humans are not around to count the days doesn't mean they will not be
happening.
C:
They will not be happening as they do now, the days will be longer and shorter.
Q:
C:

Then we can ask about the end of the existence of humans on Earth as the end.
Yes, of human presence.

Q:
C:

When does that happen?
The process has already begun.

Q:
C:

When does it end?
In about fifteen centuries of current Earth time calendarization.
[British spelling would be calendarisation, but since this is not a word, the two versions are both wrong & right.
Apologies to grammar pedantry practitioners worldwide; this is how language evolve-s & -d]

Q:
What has begun, precisely?
C:
The shift in energy, consciousness and awareness. Part of this process will be the lowered birth rate and
shrink in human populations. The increase will continue for a decade or so, from this day, then begin to level off.
This process is in its incipient stages, as the population increases continue.
Q:
This means deaths will outpace births starting around that time, so we won't know it until after the process
is well underway.
C:
Just as economic study cannot identify a trend until it has been underway for some time. This will occur
more quickly with population decreases, because they have always increased, from what humans know and have
recorded.

Q:
What humans know and have recorded?
C:
There have been significant reductions in human populations, both regionally and worldwide, where either
no ability to keep count, record for posterity or method to communicate around the planet, existed.
Q:
During recorded history by humans available to humans, about six thousand of our years, has this
happened?
C:
Locally, yes and worldwide yes, once.
Q:
C:

Before that?
Yes, also. Worldwide twice and many times within the intermediate stages.

Q:
C:

Is the Earth's population at its highest numbers now, more than ever? In other words, the zenith?
Yes. There will be a slight increase, what would be called an uptick, before the steady decline begins.

Q:
There will be massive kill offs?
C:
No, infertility will lower the rates of birth. Attempts to create offspring will continue. In many human
societies, the process of reproduction has now been deliberately reduced to much less than half of the occurrences of
copulation which might otherwise result in pregnancy. A large number of pregnancies are also terminated, and the
debate is vigorous, is it not?
Q:
So far, we're discussing population as the end of the world. What about the end of Earth's physical
existence?
C:
A question we answer with one; does it make a difference to humans when no more humanity is present?
To this we say, yes because your souls are your essence and existence, not your body.
Q:
C:

So no humans will be around to perish when the physical end of Earth comes to pass?
No.

Q:
Why?
C:
There will no more desire for incarnation into a physical body, it will not be seen as worth the exercise.
Human physical bodies are going to evolve to a point where inter-dimensional existence will be common; this has
already happened on Earth, with what are called sasquatch. Subsequent to the ability to shift dimensional existence
of a physical body, will come the development of a body which transcends the physical restraints human now have.
Q:
C:

In terms of Earth time and years, how long before Earth becomes inhabitable to animal or plant life?
Billions of years.

Q:
Humans gone long before then?
C:
Yes, human existence on Earth has occurred for only a tiny fraction of Earth's existence, this will not be
material to the operation of the planet.
Q:
Has human existence been detrimental?
C:
There have been effects, yes however detrimental is a highly subjective term and cannot be answered
without the values template humans have created, impressed upon alternatives.
Q:
When the physical end of Earth's existence comes, what will happen?
C:
The planet will have long before become a lifeless rock. It will collide with a large, nearly similarly sized
object, fracture and begin to break up.
Q:
Earth won't be smashed to bits?
C:
No, the physical form of the planet will remain as pieces and parts break away. The molten core will have
long since cooled and hardened, making this far more likely. The current magnetic field also affects gravitational
forces, which serve as a protector of sorts. This will be long gone.
Q:
C:

The Earth will be like a larger moon?
Essentially, yes.

Q:
C:

Is this going to happen to Mars?
Yes, Mars is also farther along this developmental route, than Earth.

Q:
C:

Are all planets with life, plant & animal, seeded to begin this process?
Yes, nearly all. By visitors from other planets, often inside the same galaxy. As was done with Earth.

Q:
C:

Plant life on Earth was put here deliberately?
Yes.

Q:
Earth.
C:

Hence the statement in many a religion which say that in the beginning, God created the Heavens and
Yes, this reference to God relates to the many visits and seedings of life on Earth.

Q:
Are our alien extraterrestrial friends aware of Earth history and development along these lines, going back
hundreds of millions of our years and longer?
C:
Yes, and one aspect of interest is the evolution of plant and animal life. Earth has produced an extremely
interesting pattern of plant and animal evolution, not common on most habitable planets. Just humans alone have
produced what today are known as negroid, mongoloid and caucasoid variants, in the short few thousand centuries
from and with biped animals which have been present.
Q:
You explained in the "The Alien Handbook" that humans have been here for a brief fraction of Earth life
existence, like 1/100 of 1%.
C:
Correct, accurate is this statement.
Q:
C:

What causes Earth to become a dead rock in space?
The central star will no longer produce light or magnetism.

Q:
I get the darkness effect on life, but why magnetism?
C:
This is what powers the molten core, itself a large magnet. The field fluctuations are what provide the
molten ferrous core with the energy. Heat results. Without this, the planet grows cold.
Q:
Yes, you have explained this many times regarding climate change global warming. What will happen to
the sun?
C:
It will pass through several changes related to the expiration of its fuel, eventually growing dark.
Q:
Will the mass of the sun remain?
C:
Yes, condensed into a far smaller object. Orbits will be weakly maintained for the first five orbiting objects,
however the distant planets will depart their established orbits and become wandering objects.
Q:
C:

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and Pluto?
And others, you know not yet as also following orbits around your sun.

Q:
C:

When you say five orbiting objects, you include the asteroids?
Yes, this is a debris field of one. It will remain.

Q:
C:

What will happen to Mercury and Venus?
They will grow dark and cold as always occurs when a star expires.

Q:
Do all stars just flame out and grow dark?
C:
No, some expand then explode, some expand then collapse, some slowly contract as they continue to
produce light and energy.
Q:
Earth's will do what?
C:
It will briefly expand, then contract and grow dimmer. The expansion period will bring about the end of
current plant life and most animal life which developed.
Q:
C:

We're looking at a billion plus years for this.
Along the Earth calendar timeline, yes. As you perceive it as a human.

Q:
C:

Most humans and especially scientists would say this is all speculation and conjecture.
As they should; the absence of knowledge requires them.

Q:
So, as far as humans alive now are involved, we are not going to see the end of the world, the end of human
civilization or the end of life on the surface.
C:
No, what humans will experience is the continued reaction to increased awareness from knowledge of
animal evolution, extinction and mutation. Along with this reaction will come information from your alien
extraterrestrial visitor friends regarding the history of animal and plant evolution on Earth.
This will calm the mind of the believer, yet likewise harden the resistance and resolve of the non-believer, who will
retreat deeper into existing beliefs built upon acceptance of proof only composed with evidence already uncovered.
Q:
The next one hundred human years are not going to experience catastrophe leading to the destruction of
the Earth environment?
C:
No, nothing even remotely close to this.
Q:
C:

Esteemed Committee, thank you.
We are glad to be asked. Well be one and all.

